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AutoStrada
Architecture 
for the 
workplace

Presenting workplace planning with an IQ. AutoStrada™ combines furniture 

and interior architecture to create distinctive and perfectly calibrated open 

plan and private office environments.

Conceived with sustainable design and manufacturing practices in mind, 

AutoStrada features four unique planning models that integrate high-

performance capabilities with modern detail. Bold and innovative, light and 

horizontal, AutoStrada evokes an overall sense of openness, and leverages 

a rich material palette in the tradition of Knoll design.  

AutoStrada. Four planning models. One aesthetic.
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AutoStrada panels, linkable screens and tapered-edge 

worksurfaces connect anywhere along the spine. For 

privacy, frameless Clear or Powder glass add-up panels 

can be specified. The spine also offers advanced

technology and data support, with unlimited cable capacity 

and flexibility in positioning power and data outlets.

AS-1
Spine-based Ideal for Low Planning Horizons

AutoStrada spine-based planning offers signature structure 

for the optimum open plan environment. The wall-like spine 

can be configured in freestanding straight, 90º or 120º 

plans, with a choice of four standard horizons. Spine cover 

options include veneer, laminate, markerboard, slatwall, 

tackable fabric, cable tray and integral shelf covers. 

The signature AutoStrada protruding pull, above, for pedestals and storage. 
39"-high low spine with flat crown and 12"-high Powder glass add-ups in 
a 120° plan, right, combines open, organic form and geometric definition. 
White laminate tapered edge tops float above AutoStrada wide and mobile 
pedestals. AutoStrada 48"-high medium height spine with Clear frameless 
add-ups, Bronzed Cherry veneer and slatwall covers, opposite. Tapered edge 
worksurfaces and 48"-high linkable screens attach anywhere along the spine 
to define shared and individual workspaces.
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and individual workspaces. Modern details include a 1" 

flat crown option with frameless glass or veneer gallery 

screens that attach anywhere along the spine. Power, 

voice and data outlets can be positioned above or below 

the worksurface.

AS-1
Spine-based Distinctive Horizontal Elements

AutoStrada spine-based planning gives definition to 

team and individual workspaces with tightly organized 

desks and storage. Fluid, fence-based planning expands 

the vocabulary of AutoStrada opportunities to create 

harmonious settings that incorporate both collaborative 

Wood gallery screen, above. Low fence to 27" height with White laminate 
AutoStrada covers and 15"-high frameless Powder glass add-ups, right, 
distribute services throughout an open team work setting. AutoStrada 64"- 
high spine with low box shelves, Reuter overhead storage, end-supported 
AutoStrada L-leg desks, and 48"-high frameless glass gallery screens, 
opposite. Worksurfaces, storage and AutoStrada L-leg table shown in Clear 
Figured Sycamore with Clear anodized aluminum.
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Elegant Millwork-like Detail

AutoStrada storage-anchored planning defines workplace 

boundaries with efficient storage and an aesthetic alternative 

to systems furniture. Anchor cabinets and AutoStrada panels 

convey the spirit of millwork on the exterior of a workstation 

with the benefits of a panel system raceway and component 

support on the workstation interior. Panels, which distribute

power and communications, are available with fabric, 

slatwall, veneer and laminate surfaces, combining the 

timelessness of good design with the enduring qualities 

of fine materials. 

AS-2
Storage-anchored

Optional frameless glass add-ups, above. 42"-high AutoStrada panels 
with Old English Walnut veneer tiles, right, surround a reception station 
with tapered edge transaction counter. 49"-high anchor cabinets in White 
laminate with Clear Anodized Aluminum trim punctuate the open office 
landscape, opposite, while matching height AutoStrada panels enclose the 
work surface with slatwall and tackable fabric. Reuter open shelf below 
worksurface maximizes storage in a low horizon environment.
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Casegoods Appeal

AutoStrada storage-anchored planning with median storage

is ideally suited for raised floor and wireless environments, 

creating workstations that elevate furniture to the realm of 

casegoods. Available in laminate or veneer, with anodized 

or painted aluminum trim, median and bridge surrounds 

create modern yet classic interiors, defining the space like 

traditional panels while adding significantly more capacity 

for personal or shared storage. Median storage links side 

by side or connects to anchor cabinets to form a crisp, 

monolithic exterior facade. 

AS-2
Storage-anchored

Clear glass Desktop Divider, above, emerges between credenza tops in 
Light Oak veneer. Bridges with windows span between anchor cabinets 
and an open storage wall of 49"-high medians, at right in Bronzed Cherry 
veneer. Anchor cabinets In Light Oak veneer with combination wardrobe, 
drawer and shelf storage bookend this 49"-high panel-surrounded work 
environment, oppoisite, while credenzas with 15"-high Clear glass desktop 
divider define individual workspaces.
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Private Office Integration 

AutoStrada wall-based planning offers freestanding desks, 

tables and wall-attached storage to build distinctive private 

offices and walled collaborative areas. L- and diamond-

shaped anodized aluminum legs and crisp, tapered 

edges lend a weightless quality to worksurfaces in 

veneer or laminate. With premium wood dovetail drawer 

construction, hinged and sliding door cabinets and 

anodized aluminum pulls and spacers, wall-based and 

freestanding AutoStrada furniture combine the quality 

of custom casegoods with the breadth and flexibility of 

component systems. 

AS-3
Wall-based

Detail of Applied Wall System open shelf, above. AutoStrada L-leg desk 
with short modesty panel, credenza with wide metal pedestals, right, and 
84"-high Applied Wall with low open storage cabinets and shelves, all in 
Peacock Green Walnut veneer. Executive office with Florence Knoll table, 
opposite, is complemented by AutoStrada Chalk Oak veneer credenza, 
84"-high freestanding cabinet with sliding door, wall-mounted hinged door 
storage, tackboard and T5 task light with fascia.
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Systems-like Flexibility

The AutoStrada Applied Wall System adds the flexibility and 

performance of open office systems to wall-based planning 

for offices or meeting rooms. Applied Wall frames are 

secured to walls and horizontal channels offer continuous 

support for shelves, overhead storage, worksurfaces and 

components. The Applied Wall System includes a variety of 

functional and decorative surfaces and provides convenient 

worksurface-height power access. Components include 

display shelves, coat and picture hooks and easel pad. Add-

on frames can be specified to accommodate any wall height. 

Surface options include veneer, laminate, markerboard, 

backpainted glass, linoleum, fabric, and integral slatwall.

AS-3
Wall-based

Detail of tapered edge worksurface “floating” above wood pedestals, 
above, with Anodized Aluminum risers. 84"-high Applied Wall in Chalk Oak 
veneer creates an elegant and efficient work environment, right, integrating 
freestanding furniture and wall attached storage. Applied Wall with 45" x 72" 
marker surface, open shelves and open overheads in Black Oak TechwoodTM 
veneer and Black painted trim, opposite, creates a refined and functional 
backdrop for an AutoStrada meeting table with diamond legs.
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Shared Workspace

AutoStrada collaborative planning, featuring the Crinion 

Open TableTM. encourages communication and the sharing 

of ideas while addressing the need for both shared and 

individual workspaces. Height-adjustable worksurfaces are 

cantilevered to form continuous “benches” for virtually any 

number of users, eliminating barriers to teamwork in the 

open plan. Individual workspaces can designated

by mobile pedestals or lateral file “returns”. Screens, 

available in tackable fabric, wood, marker, acrylic or

slatwall surface, can be mounted at the center, side or 

end of worksurfaces for privacy.

AS-4
Collaborative

Detail of fabric center screen and translucent side screen, above. Solid end 
panels in laminate, right, or veneer are an alternative to the open end leg. 
AutoStrada defines collaborative planning with the Crinion Open Table, 
shown opposite in White laminate worksurfaces with Silver end legs and 
Calibre files and storage.
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AS-4
Collaborative

Intensive Technology Support

AutoStrada collaborative planning supports the most 

demanding technology requirements of the office, including 

up to six circuits of power and unlimited data distribution. 

Flat screen monitor arms attach anywhere along the back 

edge of the worksurface. Power, data and voice outlets 

are brought together in a raceway that is accessible from 

the worksurface. Communications cables and excess 

power cords can be managed in a cable basket.

Knoll Systems

Hinged door at center of worksurface, above, opens up generous access 
to power and communications outlets. Cable basket below the worksurface 
discreetly manages excess cabling and high speed data distribution from 
building supply to desktop while slatwall screens, right, support flat screen 
monitors and open shelves above the worksurface. AutoStrada collaborative 
planning with the Crinion Open Table, shown opposite in Peacock Green 
Walnut veneer, supports today’s technological tools with detailed attention 
to user comfort.
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The way we work: We collaborate. We communicate. 
We reflect. We imagine. We have meetings planned and 
impromptu. We print. We present. We share. We huddle. 
We conference call. We make things happen. We need 
furniture that’s modern, comfortable and inspiring.

AutoStrada. Architecture for the workplace.

AutoStrada™


